Each year, millions of dollars are invested on road maintenance and reparation all over the world. In order to minimize costs, one of the main aspects is the early detection of those flaws. Different types of cracks require different types of repairs; therefore, not only a crack detection is required but a crack type classification. Also, the earlier the crack is detected, the cheaper the reparation is. Once the images are captured, several processes are applied in order to extract the main characteristics for emphasizing the cracks (logarithmic transformation, bilateral filter, Canny algorithm, and a morphological filter). After image preprocessing, a decision tree heuristic algorithm is applied to finally classify the image. This work obtained an average of 88% of success detecting cracks and an 80% of success detecting the type of the crack. It could be implemented in a vehicle traveling as fast as 130 kmh or 81 mph.
Introduction
Road safety is one of the main concerns nowadays. Due to their intensive general use, to keep road pavement in good conditions is a critical point to decrease accidents and, as a direct consequence, to decrease mortal victims. Once roads are built, cracks in the asphalt surface may arise due to several different problems. Depending on the severity, those cracks in the road can be aggravated if they are not quickly repaired. The sooner those flaws in the pavement are repaired, the less expensive the repairs are [1] .
According to [14] (which is based on [20] ), 16% of traffic crashes are produced due to roadway environmental factors (mainly by poor pavement conditions). After the use of a series of Bayesian ordered logistic models, they conclude that the poor pavement condition increases the severity of multi-vehicle crashes on all kind of roads and also increases the severity of single-vehicle crash on high-speed road.
Almost every modern country has thousands of kilometers of roads. Visual inspection of the roads has been the most common technique for the maintenance of the asphalt. With such large road networks, it is expensive *Correspondence: acuberof@uco.es 1 ATC:1-5, Edificio Leonardo da Vinci, Campus de Rabanales, Universidad de Cordoba, 14071 Cordoba, Spain Full list of author information is available at the end of the article and difficult to correctly maintain so many kilometers of asphalt with the limited resources that any public administration has. Thus, new tools to examine automatically roads in an efficient way should be developed.
There are several crack types, but they are mainly categorized into three groupings: transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks, and alligator (or mesh) cracks [1, 19] . Each type of pavement crack has to be repaired in a different way. Therefore, it is very interesting to be able to detect cracks in the pavement and to be able to classify each of them.
Transverse cracks are perpendicular to the centreline of the pavement. They are usually caused by thermal changes. Other causes are asphalt binder hardening or reflexion cracks provoked by other cracks beneath the asphalt surface.
Longitudinal cracks have two main causes: fatigue and poor joints. Fatigue cracks are produced by a continuous over-load due to heavy vehicles. Joints are generally the least dense areas of the pavement. If joints are located in a high stressed region, a crack could appear.
Finally, alligator cracks are a combination of fatigue causes and unstable asphalt bases. Walker [6] states that unstable asphalt bases occur when base or subbase cannot support adequately the surface layer. This instability is usually caused by a poor drainage or heavy thaws. Furthermore, Kay [11] extends the reasons that affect the unstable asphalt bases to poor trench compaction, settlement, or frost action. A series of interconnected cracks appear in these situations and make the asphalt highly unstable, and pieces of asphalt can be detached in the worst cases.
In addition to these cracks types, many external factors have some influence in crack production: tree roots, landslides, or strong impacts are some of these external factors; nevertheless, these causes are not the main ones.
To repair transverse and longitudinal cracks, minor wide cracks need to be repaired to prevent moisture. On bigger cracks, the cracked pavement layer must be removed and replaced. For small-sized alligator cracks, the reparation consists on removing the cracked pavement area, digging out, and replacing the asphalt on that area. On big-sized mesh cracks, the placing of a new pavement layer is needed on the entire pavement surface.
Given some of the main causes and the consequences of the road crack, the detection of the location and the cause of them is a fundamental aspect of the road maintenance. For this reason, millions of euros are spent every day not only building roads but also repairing them. However, cracks have to be detected before repairing them. And, as mentioned before, all this work has been carried out mainly by visual inspection, but this technique is tedious and needs much time dedication, and it is expensive because of the intensively use of staff.
Most modern techniques to solve this problem are focused on a two-step procedure: first, the pavement roads are captured using cameras and, in the second stage, the pictures are analyzed for further study. These methods are more precise than human visual checks [9, 16] . Therefore, it may detect cracks that could remain unnoticed in other methods. However, human supervision is included as an extra stage to confirm the detection.
Thus, the final aim of this work is to develop a system which is able to auto-detect cracks on pavement, trying to avoid any human intervention. In the first stage of this work, well-known and contrasted algorithms as logarithmic transformation, bilateral filter [12] , Canny [17, 24, 32] , and morphological filtering were used. In the second stage, a crack detection and classification method is presented in a single step. In a future, the system described in this work is intended to be used to build a complete autonomous system. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews briefly the related work on pavement crack detection. Section 3 introduces the methodology used and proposed. Sections 4 and 5 describe the preprocessing and the automatic crack detection methods, respectively. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 conclude the article with the obtained results and conclusions.
Related work
Image-based techniques are fundamental in pavement crack detection, which has received intense attention since the early 1990s. Various approaches have been proposed to detect cracks. This section gives a brief overview of them.
Bo Peng [2] made a review of the commonly used methods and algorithms on the scope of this article. In that work, 4 main blocks are detailed: pre-processing methods (image enhancement and de-noising), space-domain recognition algorithms (thresholding, edge detection, and seed growing), frequency-domain recognition algorithms (Wavelet transform), and supervised learning methods.
Zou et al. [35] show how to highlight and clean an image with a crack. The result is a clean picture without noise and a highlighted crack. To achieve the objective, first, a shadow removal method is applied using geodesic shadow removal algorithm. After that, the crack is highlighted by using probability maps comparing intensity differences and using threshold-based algorithms. Tensor voting [18] techniques are used to build the crack probability map. Finally, a minimum spanning tree is built to highlight the crack and remove the noise. On the experimentation, they use 800 × 600 pixel images and the average processing time is 12 s per image. It makes the system unable to be implemented in real-time systems.
These kind of researches are typically based on pictures with good quality, well stabilized, and with high contrast. Li et al. [16] designed a strategy which removes noise and any unnecessary information from an image. FoSA (acronym for F* Seed-growing Approach) was designed. This approach removes one of the main issues for the F* algorithm, which needs to establish the start and the end point previously. In addition, the search field is reduced to increase the efficiency. This improvement reduces the processing time (for a 512×512 pixel image) from 20 to 3 s per image. It is a very good improvement, but insufficient for real-time systems.
Subirats and Dumoulin [29] look for locating and highlighting cracks based on the wavelet transform. First, the wavelet transform for several scales are applied on the captured images. Finally, a postprocessing step provides a binary image, indicating the presence or not of cracks on the pavement surface image. The main problem of this work is that strong surface textures causes noise in final image, difficulting later crack detection.
Ouyang et al. [21] made a very interesting preprocessing of crack images. They divide the process in three main steps: image enhancement using median filtering to remove noise, image segmentation using a histogram modification technique, and Canny edge detection to finally distinguish crack edges from the rest of the image. With this process, the crack is finally enhanced. Unfortunately, processing times are not shared in the article and the efficiency of the used algorithms cannot be compared. Furthermore, no crack classification is provided by this system.
Huang and Xu [9] describe in their work how they implement a complex system to capture images of the pavement to detect cracks. Once the image is captured, three main steps are performed: divide the image in grid cells of 8 × 8 pixels and classify each cell into a non-crack or crack cell. After that, crack cells are verified, comparing each one to their neighbors and, finally, crack clusters are connected to form the actual final cracks. Based on the starting and ending coordinates, the crack is finally classified as longitudinal or transverse.
As an improvement of their digital highway data vehicle (DHDV), Wang and Gong [31] introduce the automated real-time system and summarize the experiences in developing parallel algorithm in image processing used in the real-time system. To achieve this objective, they take advantage of the ×86 platform and its new parallel capabilities; however, no execution time is detailed.
Serigos et al. [28] made an independent evaluation of the accuracy and precision of three different laser-based pavement crack detection (two of them based on the same hardware but different proprietary algorithms). These methods provide acceptable results, but due to the capture method, it is difficult to compare the method proposed in this article with Serigos et al. work. Besides, the used equipment in the three methods is significantly higher than the one used in this work.
Li et al. [15] take advantage of neural networks to detect cracks. Before learning and classification process, a preprocessing step is performed. First, the image background is corrected, by making it more uniform. Then, in order to transform the image into a smoother one, a Gaussian smoothing is used. Finally, a histogram transformation is applied to highlight the crack. After the preprocessing, several techniques are used to split the image into smaller subimages. The background is removed and each sub-image is classified depending on whether it contains a crack or not. Only the images that contain cracks are selected and two different neural networks are used to classify these images. The first one classifies whether the crack has linear (either transverse or longitudinal) or alligator form. After that, the second one classifies between longitudinal and transverse cracks. This method is similar to the proposed system in this work. For this reason, a comparison between the Li et al. method and the proposed method in this article is performed in Section 7.2.
In addition to those image methods, others crack detecting methods are beginning to be explored on this scope. One of them is presented in the work of Kalansuriya et al. [10] . In this work, a surface crack detection based on RFID Tag Antenna is proposed. Under laboratory testing, the results are promising. However, as they state in their paper, the challenges associated with sensor deployment in the real world must also be considered: hostile RF environment, moisture, chemical attack, etc. All these are added to the natural degradation and roughness of the pavement, which makes this system currently unfeasible for the described purpose in this work.
Method
In this section, efficient pavement crack detection and classification is described. First, an overview of its design, followed by a detailed introduction of each part is outlined.
The work presented in this article is divided in two parts: image preprocessing and learning and classification.
In an ideal situation, after obtaining the image, only the crack should appear. However, asphalt conditions sometimes make it almost impossible, as shadows, noise, and some random particles will appear. For this reason, a preprocessing of the image is required. In this first stage, the noise is deleted and the crack is highlighted. This process is carried out using different image processing techniques applying transforms, filters, and other algorithms to extract image characteristics. These features are analyzed by a decision tree, to determine whether there are cracks or not, and the type of those detected cracks.
Features of the input images
For the pavement capture procedure, a first prototype of the system was installed on a vehicle where the distance between the camera and the pavement was 1.2 m. The camera had a field of view of 45 degrees. The camera was situated in zenith position. Therefore, the camera was able to cope with a square pavement area of 99 × 99 cm. Figure 1 shows the caption diagram explained above. This prototype system captures a video that subsequently is offline processed in the image lab.
Looking for a good relationship between size and quality, the images have a 320 × 320 pixel size. If necessary, the original image could be split or resized. This format can be processed without significant lag in current microprocessors. Images have to be properly focused and have to be captured with enough quality. Figure 2 shows two images which are ready to be processed. useful image region and the useless background. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an image preprocessing operation to delete environmental interference as much as possible.
In order to make the process as quick and effective as possible, OpenCV [3] has been used. OpenCV implements natively many computer vision algorithms and can be coded in C++ programming language. The image preprocessing is performed in several steps explained below.
First of all, the image is transformed in a new one in grayscale and negative (Fig. 3) . This makes it easier to work and to visualize the processed image. All the steps in the preprocessing stage are explained below.
Logarithmic transformation
Logarithmic transformations are usually used to map a short range values of pixels into a wider one. With this transformation, the range of darker pixels is expanded in the image while brighter pixels can be compressed, or the opposite, as needed (Fig. 4) .
A simple algorithm for image illumination enhancement was proposed by [13] and improved by [5] in the logarithm space. This latter shows good results as it is able to make use of the logarithm transformation features previously described.
The illumination enhancement formula can be described in Eq. 1.
where log(f (i, j)) is the logarithm of the negative value of the image at pixel (i, j); log(a(i, j)) is the logarithm of the average values of the neighborhood of the image at pixel (i, j). This formula requires two parameters, α and β (used to highlight darker or lighter pixels); to adapt the behavior of each subpart of the formula to the final result, α and β are set in Table 1 .
This process allows for the emphasizing of the crack, if exists.
Image smoothing: bilateral filter
Random noise is one of the main problems which may affect the results. Due to pavement physical characteristics, all the pictures may be affected by random and uniform noise, which has to be removed. The bilateral filter [7, 30] is commonly used (in opposition to linear filter) to smooth an image without losing edge precision (which is going to be important for future steps). In conventional linear filtering, a constant mask is used in the whole domain taking into account Euclidean distance to the central pixel (called Domain filter). The main contribution of bilateral filtering is using an additional not linear mask which measures intensity variations with central pixel (range filter).
Domain filter is defined as a Gaussian filter, which follows the Eq. 2, where σ D is the Gaussian filter deviation. Range filter is defined in Eq. 3, where a 0 is the central pixel and σ R is the deviation. Fig. 4 Result of applying the logarithmic transform to Fig. 3 . This image shows imperceptible dark details of the original image to appear more clearly
The domain filter aim is to transform the image in a smoother one and the goal of range filter is to enhance the intensity discontinuities. This filter works comparing each near pixel intensity with the central one, where lower pixel weights mean higher intensity differences. Finally, the resulting filter applied to the image is obtained by a point-to-point multiplication between both masks. Figure 5 shows the result of applying bilateral filtering to a crack image.
For this work, a fast approximation of the bilateral filter [25] has been used. The test carried out in this work demonstrates that this approximation reduces in one order of magnitude the processing time of the standard OpenCV bilateral filter function.
Edge detection: Canny algorithm
One of the most used methods to detect edges is the first derivative of the image intensity, because it is zero Morphological filtering Kernel 3×3
Iterations Fig. 5 Result of applying the bilateral filter to Fig. 4 . After a bilateral filter, the image is smoother while edges are mostly preserved on every low-variation regions and provides a constant value in a transition. Therefore, a change in the intensity (a possible edge) is revealed as an abrupt first derivative change. This characteristic is commonly used to detect edges. Canny algorithm [4] is based on this technique. Canny algorithm consists of three main steps:
• Find the intensity gradient of the image: In this step the scale of the gradient vector is calculated for each pixel.
• Non-maximum suppression: The aim of this step is to "thin" the edge to obtain a one-pixel width edge.
• Threshold hysteresis: Finally, a two-step threshold hysteresis is applied in order to decrease the fake edges.
In addition to the previous three steps, a final fourth step is included. Noise in the image can cause opened edges that should be closed. This is achieved looking for opened edges and continuing its direction based on the direction of the maximum gradient until another opened edge. Figure 6 shows the result of applying Canny algorithm to a crack image with a previously applied bilateral filter.
Morphological filtering
Morphological filters are based on the mathematical morphology based on set theory. There are many different types of morphological filtering, but after analyzing the results, the best filter for this work is the closing filter. Closing filter helps to fill minor gaps in the image making the main crack continuous and more detailed.
Closing filter is defined as a dilation followed by an erosion. Closing filter applied to an image A by a structuring element B is defined as the dilatation of A by B followed by an erosion by the same structuring element. If the resulting A image does not change after the process, A is closed regarding B.
The dilatation process produces an extension of the original image. Due to this extension, the gaps are filled at the expense of increasing the size of the objects in the image. For this reason, an erosion process is performed to decrease the object size to their original size. Figure 7 shows the result of applying closing morphological filter to a crack image with a previously applied Canny algorithm.
Preprocessing parameters
In Table 1 , an overview of the main parameters of the used algorithms is shown. These values were selected with a heuristic methodology, in a trial-by-error basis, with visual supervision of the results. These parameters provide best average visual results, for the whole set of test images, which will be further explained in Section 5.
All parameters were empirically selected looking for emphasizing the crack, in a trial-by-error methodology. 
Feature extraction
All the previously applied preprocessing work provides a final image with clearly defined cracks (if exist). However, heuristic methods cannot deal with this format. Thus, the image has to be transformed for the learning process, trying to lose as less information as possible. For this purpose, projective integrals are used.
Simplifying images: projective integrals
In projective integral technique, each output value is the arithmetic mean of a row or column pixels. This method is commonly used in face recognition combined with other methods.
This work uses 320 × 320 pixel images, which means 102,400 data. After projective integral process, each image is transformed into 640 data (320 obtained from the vertical projective integral and 320 for the horizontal one). There is an important information reduction, while still maintaining a good representation level. Figure 8 shows the result of obtaining the horizontal and vertical projective integrals of a crack picture, respectively. In the horizontal projective integral figure, vertical axis represents each row of the image. The horizontal axis represents the addition of the pixels of each row which have been detected as edges by Canny method. For the vertical projective integral, the axis representation is swapped. Horizontal axis represents each column of the image, and the vertical axis represents the addition of the pixels detected as edges by Canny method in each column.
After projective integral stage, the images are fully processed and the information for the learning and classification step has been extracted.
Automatic crack detection and classification
Learning and later classification are performed using decision trees. Decision tree is one of the most used inductive learning methods. A decision tree deals with an unknown function approximation based on positive and negative examples of that function. The examples are [ x, f (x)] pairs, where x is the input value and f (x) is the value of the unknown function applied to x. In a decision tree, each tree node is an attribute and each branch is a possible attribute value.
Learning and classification process
Learning applications need data input and results. In this application, the input data are the projective integrals of the image and the results are whether there is a crack or not and the type of the crack, if exists. C4.5 [27] was based on ID3 algorithm [26] . C4.5 algorithm is used to generate decision trees. These decision trees can be used afterwards for classification. For this reason, C4.5 algorithm is called a statistic classifier.
In order to carry out the implementation, Weka [8] suite has been used due to its ease to work with several integrated tools. The Weka suite open source implementation of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm has been named J48. This implementation is able to create pruned and unpruned C4.5 decision trees. In order to achieve it, J48 requires a set of training data of already classified samples. After that, J48 algorithm divides the samples based on the attribute that provides the highest normalized information gain value to make the split and making this mechanism to be recursive until the base cases are matched. These base cases are as follows: (a) all the samples in the sublist belong to the same class; (b) there is no information gain after the division of the previous sample set; and (c) the division of the previous sample set provides a new non-previously encountered class. Each base case generates a different structure in the decision tree.
Once the statistic classifier is applied, two classification models are released. The first one is used with horizontal projective integrals, and the second one is used with vertical projective integrals. Both models are applied on unclassified images, resulting in no crack (no model detects a crack), horizontal or vertical cracks (when only a model detects a crack), and alligator crack (when both models detect cracks). 
Results and discussion
The experimental test environment has been carried out with 400 pictures. Each picture has been manually identified and classified by an expert. The experimental set consists of 100 pictures of each crack type: non-crack, transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks, and alligator cracks.
In the learning process, a cross-validation technique has been used with a set of 600 preidentified images. In this technique, the learning process is executed several times using different learning and validation sets. Finally, a mean of the results is computed. After the learning process, the proposed system produced two different classification models. The first one is for the vertical projective integral, which has a depth of 23 levels and 45 nodes, whereof 23 are leaf nodes. The second classification model is for the horizontal projective integral, which is composed of 9 levels of depth and 23 nodes, whereof 12 are leaf nodes. Table 2 shows the system evaluation results. Success column shows the successfully classified images and Error column shows the wrong type classified images. An image with a kind of crack that has been classified as another kind of crack or as a non-crack image will be treated as a wrong classified image in this table. In this classification, the success percentage is higher than 67% for every crack type and higher than 80% in most cases. Table 3 is a complement of the Table 2 . In this table, the type of error the system has committed is detailed. Each type of crack (T. stands for Transverse; L. means Longitudinal, and M. is Mesh or Alligator crack type) is described in the first column. The first row indicates the error percentage of cracks identified as another crack type, and the second row indicates the percentage of images with cracks identified as a non-crack image. It can be observed that most errors (80% on average) appear because the system classifies the crack into another type of crack. Table 4 is the result of mixing Tables 2 and 3 . It is one of the most important tables because it shows the crack vs non-crack classification error. In this work, it is important to differentiate which kind of crack is in the image. However, in the real implementation, it is more important to detect whether a crack exists in order to make repairing in spite of a wrong crack classification. In Table 4 , the type of the crack is eliminated in order to measure the precision of the system detecting cracks regardless of the actual type of crack.
Classification accuracy
The obtained results are in the average of the revised articles. For instance, in [9] , authors provide a correlation factor of 0.91 for longitudinal cracks and 0.96 for vertical, and no analysis was provided for alligator cracks, and in [15] , authors provide 87.5% for linear (both longitudinal and vertical) cracks and 97.5% for alligator cracks. These results will be further analyzed in Section 7.2. For the proposed method, an average of 88% of success is achieved when detecting any type of cracks. Furthermore, the lowest value of success identifying the kind of the crack for any type is 67%, for the transverse cracks. However, these values are much higher for other types of crack, reaching 100% in the alligator ones. It is to be remarked that these values are obtained with a database with a large number of images, while other authors use much smaller databases.
In order to compare with other authors, the original codes were not available for downloading. Furthermore, it was not possible to find the crack image database used by other authors. Therefore, the comparison of the performance of DAGRI using another crack image database has been very difficult to achieve. Tables 5 and 6 show a comparative between DAGRI and the method proposed by Li et al. [15] . In order to make DAGRI results to be compared with other systems, all the non-crack images have been removed as the Li et al. did. It should be noted that Li et al. method performs their experiment with a significantly fewer number of images (80/278 for Li et al. method and DAGRI method, respectively, for the first experiment, and 50/141, respectively, for the second experiment). Table 5 shows that the results obtained from the proposed method are similar to the ones provided by the other system for the first experiment. However, in the second experiment where the system classifies between transverse and longitudinal cracks (Fig. 6) , DAGRI is less precise. Nevertheless, the proposed system is able to deal with non-crack images. In fact, Li et al. method needs a previous pre-classification to discern between non-crack and crack images. Furthermore, there is no reference to this classification and the error rate. Finally, there also is not any time reference, and therefore, the proposed system cannot be compared with Li et al. work in this aspect.
Comparison with other methods

Processing time
As important as the accuracy is the processing time.
Good processing times allow for real time crack detection. Two systems were tested to perform the complete experimentation process: an embedded Intel NUC based on a dual-core Intel i3 5010U processor running at 2.1 GHz and a laptop based on a quad-core Intel i7 3610QM running a 2.3 GHz. Table 7 shows mean time values for each step involved in the preprocessing process for each system. Meanwhile, Table 8 shows the learning and classification times for a set of 600 and 400 images, respectively, for each system. For a total processing time computation, an addition of preprocessing time, horizontal classification, and vertical classification is needed. In the final experimental tests, based on the Intel i7 laptop system, this addition results in 26.47 ms or, in other words, the system is able to process 37.78 images per second, also called frames per second, when a video sequence is analyzed.
For further real implementation of the system, a computation of the maximum speed is needed to achieve a realtime system. Nowadays, cameras have an angle of view of 45 degrees approximately and the camera is placed at 1.2-m height. It provides an image size of 0.99 m 2 . Therefore, in the maximum speed that the caption vehicle could reach 135.2 km/h, this is also 84 mph. For such speed, a high speed camera with autofocus is required in order to obtain good images with little blur. To achieve these speeds, several tools can be used to improve the efficiency and computation speed, such as using highly efficient video coding (i.e., HEVC [33, 34] ). If further computing speed is required, it is possible to make some coding optimizations in the processing algorithms. For instance, the combination of the logarithmic transformation and the Canny algorithms could be achieved with the LIP-Canny mechanism [23] . This algorithm has obtained larger optimization by reimplementing LIP-Canny using CUDA high-performance computing on Nvidia GPU [22] ).
Conclusions
The main result is a new crack classification system with a high success ratio. A comparison with the work of [15] is provided. Li obtains better results, but these results are based on a selection of images previously selected, all of them containing cracks, and no data about success and performance are provided. The result of the research is a classification system, which divides a batch of images taking into account the kind of the crack. It is performed with high success ratio. In any case, this work can be continued and improved.
It is important to remark that the good results obtained have been achieved with two simple characteristics: horizontal and vertical projective integrals. Future work and implementations of the method could make use of more advanced characteristics, as the use of Hough transform to detect lines and the angle of those lines. All the proposed experiments have been made in a simulation environment with previously captured images without any time restriction. Therefore, the next step in the research is to integrate them in a real system. As a future work, an integration on the car-on-board embedded system to achieve online real time will be performed. Furthermore, the crack classification will be sent to a main server to keep track of the pavement defects with the help of a GPS device and a cellular modem. This improvement should be carried out without serious difficulties, because the background preprocessing is not excessively complex. In terms of precision, future revisions of this work will be focused in the success improvement, especially on longitudinal-transversal distinction. Finally, we consider this research line is interesting and should be exploited. Nevertheless, it is difficult to find a public pavement image database to work with.
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